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Remix Snacks Leveraged YSpace Food Accelerator Program to Scale Brand! 

Remix Snacks is a women-found and led snack company that was born from a 
simple mission created by two dietitians. They were looking to fill a void in the 
snack industry: to create simple, healthy snacks that are good for the consumers’ 

well-being and good for the environment. Their first product, Bean Bark, is a 
delicious high-fibre, high-iron and protein-rich dark chocolate bark snack. By using the trending 
plant-based protein, beans, and upcycled fruits in their products; they add nutritional value and 

use ingredients that have less of an 

environmental impact as well as REDUCE 

food waste. Their snack is also lifestyle-
inclusive by being nut-free and dairy-free.  

The co-founders, Jamie and Isabelle, were 
born and raised in Markham but started 
Remix Snacks during the last year of our 
undergraduate degree at McGill University in 
Montreal. Their snack idea won two 
innovation prizes from McGill’s Flagship 
Start-Up Competition (Dobson Cup), which 
led to the official launch of the company. As 
registered dietitians, they know there is a 
lack of healthy, satisfying snacks available out there in the market, and wanted to recreate 
something that people already love: chocolate snacks. They were discovering that there was a 
community that started to connect with the same vision, mission and love for snacking.  

Since their launch in 2018, their major milestones include closing a deal on CBC’s Dragons’ Den, 
(season 13, episode 12), launching into three Ontario local programs in Metro, Sobeys, and 
Loblaws, being available in more than 150 points of sales across Quebec and Ontario, and 
growing their e-commerce sales by over 300% during the COVID-19 pandemic.  

When COVID-19 was declared a pandemic, the sales of a lot of CPG companies, including theirs, 
was affected. As a new and emerging food product, it became very difficult for potential 
customers to discover their products, taste their products and buy them. Not too long after, the 
co-founders found themselves returning closer to home as they joined the 2020 cohort in York 
University’s YSpace Food Accelerator Program. The next five months played a huge catalyst in 
growing their brand, their sales, their demand and supply, despite the given barriers. The 
accelerator program gave them a safe, encouraging space to learn, explore, network and set a 
solid foundation within all aspects of the company. 

As next steps, Remix Snacks is developing more products, and looking to expand their brand 
into the rest of Canada, increasing accessibility and availability to the snack that everyone has 
“BEAN” looking for!  More at https://remixsnacks.ca 

https://remixsnacks.ca/

